
HOW TO WRITE AROUND A CIRCLE IN INKSCAPE MANUAL

A common question on the SCAL forum is "How do you make text in a Here is how you would use Inkscape to put words
around a circle.

If you want an oval instead of a circle, select both of the circles but not the text , hold the shift key, and click
and drag one of the top or side arrows until you like the shape of the ovals. The smaller circle has been rotated
degrees. If you want the text in a circle, go to step  Draw the desired path. Delete the circles unless you want
to use them as part of your design. The text will be put on the bottom of the circle. In my example, I turned off
the fill and set a stroke so that the original circle and the upper text is visible. See the Generate from Path
extension for an alternative way of putting text on a path. Text can be adjusted or moved relative to the path.
By turning the circles into half circles and setting the text to center-justified, the text will automatically be
centered at the top or bottom of the circle. Both the text and the path can be edited in place. Click on one of
the corner arrows and drag it to rotate the circle. The text should adjust to any changes in the path. The text
may shift slightly and the kerning may need adjusting. See these posts on Cutting Time for more on text
kerning. This section not yet updated for Inkscape v0. On the right, the path has been hidden by turning off the
Stroke paint. The path can be made invisible by selecting only the path, then removing the Stroke paint with
the Fill and Stroke dialog. Select both the text and the circle. Hold the shift and control keys, then click and
drag one of the arrows until the bottom text is positioned against the inner circle. The text will follow the
circle. Parts of the text can be selected and the style, kerning , and so forth can be adjusted as for regular text.
Text can also be moved independently of the path by selecting the text only and using the normal means for
moving objects. The circle must be rotated or flipped to move the starting point of the path to the left. To place
text on a circle so that it reads from left to right on both the top and bottom, two circles must be used as seen
on the left. Click on the Text tool then click in the work area and type your text for the top of the circle. Right:
the text has been moved independently of the path by selecting the text only and dragging it to its new position
with the mouse. Here is how you would use Inkscape to put words around a circle. The text should now appear
along the path. Share this:. The path of a circle when first drawn starts from the rightmost point. The new text
will be at the bottom of the new circle. Note that kerning may be necessary as the characters of text placed on
the outside of a curve will be too far apart while those on the inside of a curve will be too close together. One
can change the direction of the text and the side it is placed on by reversing the direction of the path e. Another
way is to use a word processing program and create word art-this is especially good for text distorted into a
shape. If you want center text, add that, then use either of the circles or ovals to align the text. I prefer to do
this directly in Inkscape. To place text on a path, enter the text as a Regular text or Flowed text. Open
Inkscape and click on the Circle tool then make a circle by holding down the Control key then click and drag
the cursor in the work area. Text on a Path Text can be put along an arbitrary path.


